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General Comment

Ann Coulter and other hormesis theory promoters say all radiation is good for you and the more radiation a 
person gets, the better their health will be, but is this claim really true? 

1. Why are all US cities not being sprayed with the radioactive waste from nuclear power plants?

2. Why isn't 'natural' radium, uranium, plutonium or radon being added to drinking water?

3. Why isn't natural health promoting 'radon gas' being pumped at high levels into all office buildings, schools
and churches around the country? 

4. Why aren't natural uranium mines or the spent fuel pools at Fukushima being used as nuclear industry
health spas and for nuclear industry corporate retreats? Why are workers at Fukushima wearing full Tyvex 
suits and full facemask double respirators while working?

5. Why aren't 'natural' uranium or plutonium added to products like breakfast cereal and milk being sold to
promote health and kill germs?

6. Why are there numerous government compensation programs for harm caused by cumulative low level
radiation exposure?

7. Why are the EPA, NRC and other regulatory agency laws 'limiting' the total amount of low dose
cumulative radiation that a worker or member of the public can be exposed to?
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Reports by the United States National Research Council and the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements and the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) 
argue[11] that there is no evidence for hormesis in humans and in the case of the National Research Council, 
that hormesis is outright rejected as a possibility despite population and scientific evidence.[12] Therefore, 
estimating Linear no-threshold model (LNT) continues to be the model generally used by regulatory agencies 
for human radiation exposure."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiation_hormesis

Ann Coulter, Forbes, Conca, Corbett Report Agree; More Radiation Is Good For You. As Part Of Mass 
Media And Nuclear Industry Promoting Quack Hormesis Theory Promoters
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2014/08/ann-coulter-says-more-radiation-is-good.html

Medical Doctors, Scientists, Spiritual Leaders And Nuclear Experts Quotes About Low Dose Radiation 
Dangers; via @AGreenRoad
http://agreenroad.blogspot.com/2013/07/quotes-from-famous-people-about-nuclear.html
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